
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

ACTIVITY #1: Discuss what you know about elementary space needs & what you’ve been hearing from others 
about elementary space issues. 

 Equity among elementary schools is important. 

 Some schools overcrowded and some are not near capacity. 

 Schools in developing areas like Liberty & Lincoln are already crowded. 

 Handicap accessibility especially at Northridge. 

 Need for neighborhood schools vs. efficiency/cost. 

 When build schools, build the infrastructure to add on to them. 

 Solheim needs a separate lunchroom; kids eat lunch quickly so PE can occur in the gym. 

 Some are schools at capacity or will be in future vs. others are not. 

 Are kids being allowed to transfer to overcapacity schools? 

 Don’t stuff kids into north side schools. 

 Moving students across boundaries can be an issue; 1 family went to 5 different ES? 

 Feeder: started out in BHS feeder then shifted to CHS feeder. 

 When looking at where there’s no room for development, enrollment is steady; the areas with growth potential are 
getting more kids.  

 Need to include the number of portables being used (12 at 16 schools). 

 Rebuild or remodel at Northridge. 

 Don’t have a family drive past 1-to-2 other schools to get to their assigned school. 

 Equity needed so students have like experiences at elementary schools. 

 Promontory Point students have been bounced around & that area is growing and Highland Acres only has 1 class per 
grade. Add on to Grimsrud to solve that issue. 

 Northridge needs work. 

 Seems to be growing to north with exception of Lincoln.  

 Class size is important. 

 Could be a lot of resistance to boundary changes but need to do what’s best for all. 

 Is it better to have neighborhood schools or more efficient schools?  

 BPS should have added ice arena space to the middle/high school bond. 

Activity #2: Where do you see hot spots in elementary enrollment areas, where do you think potential solutions 
are needed, where are the schools we could do something with to solve enrollment issues? 

 Spend all the money we don’t have; too many things to deal with & not enough money.  

 Close Will-Moore, Roosevelt & Highland Acres and build an elementary school on the Hughes lot and tear Hughes 
down for green space. Then reuse the other schools for administrative offices.  

 Remove Northridge & Grimsrud and build on their lots or at another location.  

 Add on to Centennial for larger capacity and expand boundaries for Promontory Point, which helps Highland Acres.  

 Move some students from Sunrise to Miller. 

 Combine Roosevelt and Highland Acres at Hughes. Or maybe 2-to-3 grades at Roosevelt and rest at Highland Acres 
with optional services at Hughes. 

 Build a K-1 center for Liberty, Sunrise & maybe Lincoln. 

 Can we migrate some south boundaries north & realign boundaries? 

 Combine Roosevelt & Highland Acres at Hughes.  
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 Send Promontory Point students to Grimsrud.  

 Send some Liberty students to Centennial. 

 Move some Pioneer to Northridge and Will-Moore. 

 Try to make Will-Moore & Northridge boundaries tighter as they extend out so far. 

 Repurpose Northridge and build a new school up north. 

 To say a boundary is permanent is tough to do; 5-6 year boundary changes are good as some elementary kids who 
started at a school will have moved all the way through. 

 New school on the north. Close Northridge & Will-Moore.  

 Add to the footprint of Solheim & Moses. 

 Run the NW corridor from the interstate down. Anything north of the interstate would be part of a new school.  

 Will-Moore could become extra parking for BHS. 

 

Activity 3: Clickers Questions (see updated PPT presentation for questions & responses)  

 


